December 2020

Happy Holidays
It seems safe to say that none of us have experienced a year quite like 2020. Most are gladly saying
good-bye to the past year and welcoming 2021 with the hope of some semblance of normalcy and
reuniting with friends and family. We too, hope that we will be able to safely resume our lives as we
knew them sometime in the coming year.

Despite the challenges that 2020 threw at us, we at Guy’s Farm and Yard feel fortunate that we
were able to remain open throughout the year. We have been lucky to provide many of the products
needed for lifestyles that COVID-19 pushed upon us. If there was any positive to take away from
this year-of-the-pandemic, we believe that it grounded us, re-connected us with the earth, our
sources of food, and reminded us to cherish those we hold dear. We gardened more, raised chickens
with our kids, hiked with our dog, or cuddled up on our couch and read a book with our cat.

We wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for our customers. We would like to thank each and every one of you
who’ve shopped in any of our stores. We know we were not perfect, but we did everything we could to
offer quality service and products, as well as keep our staff and you all safe. We appreciate your
patience and understanding in working with us through abnormal circumstances, product
shortages, and safety guidelines.

We wish you all a Merry Christmas and Happy Holiday Season. We hope you and your loved ones
are safe and healthy. All of the best for The New Year! We appreciate you supporting us, and we’re
looking forward to being able to pull the masks down and shake your hands again in the not-sodistant future.

-The Guy Family

